Fire Fighter Exposure Tracking App

Benefits of the Mobile Exposure Tracker:

- Document both physical and behavioral health exposures throughout your career
- Document exposures on-the-go from anywhere
- Your data stays with you even into retirement
- Track all of your incidents throughout your career with live NFORS CAD integrations in your department
- Be part of National Firefighter Cancer Registry studies by opting-in to share your exposure data with researchers

Learn More
i-psdi.org/nfors.html

Visit www.i-psdi.org to discover additional insights about NFORS and other fire fighter specific projects.

Project Partners
NFORS was created by fire service research partners, including the International Association of Fire Chiefs, the Metropolitan Fire Chiefs Association, the International Association of Fire Fighters, Underwriters Laboratory (UL), the National Institute of Standards and Technology, the Urban Institute, the University of Texas at Austin, and the Center for Public Safety Excellence.